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THE INSTITUTE OF STATISTICS, PLANNING ANO APPLIED ECONOMICS

ISPEA - YAOUNDE, CAMEROON

I. Organization and role of the ISPEA

a) Origins

The ISPEA was founded in 1961 with the title of 'Centre International de

Formation Statistique' (CIFS) (International Centre for Statistical Training). At

the time its activities were confined to the training of 'agents techniques de la

statistique1 (AT) (Statistical Technicians). In 1969 a new programme was established

for the' training of 'adjoints techniques de la statistique' (AD) (Statistical

Assistants). In 1976 when the CESD (European Training; Centre for Developing Country ^

Economic statisticians)transferred the training of 'ingenieurs de travaux statistiques'
(ITS) (statisticians) to Africa, the ISPEA was given its present name and a programme

was established for 'Ingenieurs d'application, statistique' (IAS) (specialists in

applied statistics) in the ITS cycle.

h) The Statutes' of the ISPEA :- '-."." \ .

Whereas'the United Nations were very largely involved in setting up the School
and rtirinin^ it from 1961 to'1975, the ISPEA today is a higher education establishment
under the authority of the Cameroon Government and the supervision of *th'd.Ministry
of Economic Affairs and Planning. This is in the process of change and the ISPEA
is becoming a regional centre under the patronage of the UDF;AC f^ustoms and Economic

Union of Central Africa) the new Statutes will be drawn up by an ad hoc'working
party which will start w6rk in October 1983. The ISPEA is headed by a Director,

who is assisted by a Director of Studies. :

c) Admission conditions r- : ..;. , ■ , .

ITS . .;

Admission is via direct competition. Thjs procedure is of course typical of

the "grandes ecoles" but the particular feature of the ISPEA competition is that

it is organized jointly with that of the Abidjan and Kigali schools of statistics

(ENSEA and IAMSEA respectively) and that the jury is chaired by the President of

the CESD. Candidates are selected on the basis of the results obtained in the

examinations (a general composition, two mathematics tests, one test.on statistical

tables and calculations, one text analysis and summary test and an optional English

test); the candidates ure then allocated to one of the three centres, the criteria

applied being balance and common sense - thus a candidate from Cameroon, Rwanda

or the Ivory Coast will normally be admitted to the school situated in his own

country, if only for economic reasons.

The criteria for admission to the examinations are determined at a joint

meeting of the Directors of the schools concerned and the Director of the CESD.

At this meeting views are also exchanged and the programmes and courses are co

ordinated.

The criteria which apply at present are as follows: the candidate must at

least be in the final year of secondary-level education and must have obtained his

school-leaving certificate before the start of the next school year. This minimum

requirement varies depending on the country; e.g. in the Ivory Coast candidates
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in the final year of secondary-level education may ^

this explains the different

application criteria which apply in each country.

Statistical Assistants

Two categories of candidates are admitted.by competition:

level education);

- qualified Statistical Technicians.

The competition is organi^in the ^tries^hich. ^es^und.
fe

S^m? ^aryf^fcSci^ are different for the t«o
categories.

Statistical Technicians

rules are the «. as for the ^^^^^^^
secon^s udfel) °or ^aS^Slo-" «? -^.ployees in Statistic^ serv.ces
«ho hav^had several years' professional experience.

II. The ISPEA curriculum

a) IAS training .

■ The program is a three-year on*. The teaching objectives in the, first year

are twofold:

- to supply the additional mathematical knowledge required,

- to provide an introduction to economics and statistics.

Thus in the first vear there are 370 hoursJ^£^
160 hours of econoMcs and 154 hours of other s ects excl g

The breakdovm is as follows: 250 hours ™itnema
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In the third year the emphasis is on specialization. Thus there is a common

core of 310 hours tuition (samplings, econometrics, data analysis, courses in de
velopment economics, etc.), a two-month period of practical training, preparation of
a paper and three optional subjects: planning and applied economics, statistics,

and statistics/agricultural economics.

Students' progress is assessed regularly in the form of exercises in class,
oral and written examinations, practical work, reports, oral questions in mathematics
and statistics. The average grade required to enter a higher class or to obtain the
diploma is 12 out of 20. If at the end of the year a student has not obtained this
grade, he either fails, is allowed to repeat the year or must sit the examinations

apain: depending on the results of his second attempt,the student either passes into
the higher class, obtains his diploma, repeats the year or fails. A student is allowed
to repeat.a year only once during the three year cycle..

. The success rates at the end of each academic,.y-ear are generally 90% or higher,
failures being less frequent than year* repeated, (during the past five academic ■ =
years there were a total of six failures as opposed to.16 years repeated over the
three years* In some years a large number of students have to repeat the exams:
almost 50% in 1981/32 for the first two years in the IAS cycle; in previous years

the,percentage was lower, ranging from 5% to 33%). :'■

On average 20 students receive diplomas eacU yearT During the past five years
75% of them were from Cameroon, the-other 25% being from other African countries ^
(Congo, Mali, Senegal, Togo, Chad, etc.). Most if not all Of the graduates join- the
civil service, mainly in the statistical services.

■t) . Training of Statistical Assistants . . ; ,:

This is a two-year course comprising mathematics, statistics, economics and

various other subjects. ; ■■ .;■,. . '''' "\

Training is vocationally oriented, although the importance of theoretical,knowledge
is not ignored: thus the statistics course comprises not only theoretical knowledge
(probability theory, sampling, etc.) but also tuition in statistics of prices, labour,
internal trade, transport, agriculture, etc. Each year also comprises a period Ot
oractical training lasting -one month in the first year and two months in the second

year.

Progress is assessed regularly just as in the IAS division and the same rules
apply (average grade 12 out of 20, possibility of repeating one year, etc.)..

The average success rate is 95% at the end of the second year and 90% at the
end of the first year. During the past five years there were a total of nine
repeats and seven failures in the entire cycle. Repeat examinations are less rre-
quent than in the ITS division (ten students seated their examinations during
the past five academic years, i.e. 10% on average.) Approximately 20 students qualify

each year, of whom 51% are from Cameroon.

The graduates join the statistical services of their countries of origin.
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r) Training of Statistical Technicians

mis is a one-yea, -rs, co^isin^the^ics,

troduction to economics, outline of the^main "" d various other subjects.

practical training
period.

Progress is assessed in the sane way as for the Statistical Assistants.

The success rate is close to -% Jurin^he past five years%^J—ef
comprised 12 years repeated and 3 faxlures i.e. n tai d

■mere has been no repeat exfina^?" ^""S^Hachyear from the ISPEA, of
an average of 25 statistical technicians qualified eacn yea

whom an average of 43% were from Cameroon.

The graduates loin the statistical services of their country of origin.

d) Practical training

Each year the ISPEA students

takes place at the Directorate °£

training. The training*train .g ^^

organized by the school;

have in exercising his profession,

e) Research work

urn.

1980: seminar on household surveys).

At present the i~_
all years together). 60% of the total

on the curriculum the

t« k-4of thp ISPEA is a national ^»^* ..---- <,

changein £s statutes should reinforce this trend.

of 125 to 143 students per year (taking
from Cameroon and as indicated in the

higher in the IAS division, whereas

in'the Statistical Technician.

genuine regional function. The

for expandingthecurriculum

The most important development at

division for "Ingenieurs sta*istic1^* ^7*^ it works and
in view of its experience, *"f"*t doubt a suitable centre for ISE training
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A further project is also being studied in the light of the proposed resiting
of the centre and concerns the training of agricultural statisticians (basic
training or refresher courses); although no clear contours have emerged so far,

the project corresponds to a real need in African statistics, i.e. The imr-rov ^ent of
agricultural statistics.

III. The ISPEA's resources

:0 Teaching staff

The staff consists of 12 full-time teachers, three of whom are non-nationals

French cooperation and 36 part-time teachers. Most of the national teachers are -

^u.^^if^e£l statisticians (IAS) of all French-speaking schools of statistics, thex-:
ISPeX is the one with the highest proportion of African teachers. It is plarifte^- :.
to send five teachers to Canada for three years' training; on their return other.'";
teachers will have to leave in turn in order to obtain post-university training
in statistics, economics or mathematics.

.°-f — ISE division wil1 m°an a growth in teaching staff and it seems
initial years foreign assistance will be necessary.

b) 'Premises'. --: ■■■■■■

The construction of the present ISPEA building was financed by the EDF. It
comprises:

- 3 classrooms for 40 students,

- 2 classrooms for 24 students,

- 1 classroom for 30 students,

- 1 conference rdom,

- 2 offices (Director and Director of Studies),

- 3 secretarial offices,

- 1 photocopying room,

- 1 library,

- 2 stores,

- sanitary facilities.

At present these rooms are 100% occupied (3 years IAS, 2 years AD, 1 year AT,

i.e. a total of 6 classes for 6 rooms), and the capacity of each teaching cycle depends

on the rooms available: ITS 25-30 per year, AD: maximum of 30, AT: 30-35. More

over, the Cameroon Government has provided the students with a hostel, mainly for

the foreign students, and transport is organized by the school.

A project for new premises has been prepared in connection with the introduction

of an ISE division. The plans are as foolows: '■ ■ '

- 1 lecture theatre to seat 300 persons * . ■

- 15 classrooms with an average of 30: places

- 1 teachers" room, . ■.; \

- 32 offices,

- 1 photocopying room,

- 1 library . , <-.-.■.:
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It is planned to allocate the classrooms as follows;

- 3 rooms for the ISE cycle,

- 3 rooms for the ITS cycle,

- 2 rooms for the AD cycle,

- 1 room for the agricultural statistics centre,

- 2 rooms for the advanced training cycles,

- 3 rooms for optional courses or for study.

The government has offered to provide a four-hectare site for this building.
The provisional budget is FCFA 1000 million, of which 5.0% will come from the national
budget. Implementation of the project will depend on the regional structure of the
school and the associated financial agreements. This new structure should lead to
a sizeable increase .in the number of students at the ISPEA (up to. twice the present

number). . .,.-.■■■■

c) Resources

The operational budget of the ISPEA is approximately FCFA 150.34 million. This
sum covers annual operational expenses (FCFA ISO million), housing of statistical
assistants and statistical technicians (FCFA 6 million), housing of other students
CFCFA 9 84 million). The other outgoings of the centre (vehicles, buildings) are
not included in this sum but are entered in the national budget. On the resources

side there are the annual tuition fees:

IAS: - FCFA 360,000

AD: - FCFA 300,000

AT: - FCFA 225,000

These incomings cover payment of part-time staff, the remainder of the resource

being a subsidy from the Cameroon Government.

The tuition fees are paid either out of foreign grants or by the Cameroon
government over and above the grants which it pays to its nationals.

Apart from students from Upper Volta who sometimes receive national grants,
the grants of ISPEA students are normally financed by funds from the^developed
countries. The EDF provides approximately 13 grants, the United Nations three and

... the FAC (Aid and Cooperation Fund) six each year over the past five years).

Conclusions and recommendations

The ISPEA is to some extent proof that it is possible to africanize Vhigher
1-vel school provided the political will exists. Most of the teaching staff are
irll CameroonPand its courses are held in high esteem beyond the country's borders.

Yaounde is an active university city. Cameroon has numerous:ISE^and the ISPEA
is on the way to becoming a regional school under UDEAC patronage - throe^reasons
why, in addition to the way it is run, this institute is a suita-K loca-inn for ISE

training. 1> ■ construction rvrojncts "retrod by tl" pr^s nt jiroctor of tho school

have also taken this prospect into account.
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To implement these plans the ISPEA will need foreign teachers, at least in the

initial period(three to five years). These should be replaced by African teachers

without too much delay even if this moans that the ISPEA will require the financial

support of foreign bilateral or multilateral funds.

As in the case of the ITS, the, organization of a joint competition for the

centres to which ISE training.is to be transferred and coordination of the programmes
should guarantee smooth> running and an equivalent level in the different centres.

The new statutes of the ISPEA will give a very regional note to its ITS training

and' to its future ISE training. ■ ;

The courses for Statistical Assistants and Statistical Technicians need not

be' integrated in the regional {structure. The development of national training schemes

at thes'e levels will reduce the number of candidates from other 'countriesi"-
. o ■■ .■ ■ .-_...,.. (i ;. . <-.'.,., ;. '.'"■; ■:v!":' !"!'"! ' ! -"-;:' '■ "";- ■ ■■■■

ITS tT&inirig would benefit byi-placing;greater emphasis oW iedtoral statistics
ICa^r'icuitu^eV food structures) and data preparation .'(ptbc'essTrig,- pr^eritatidn^^
analysis). To this end informatics facilities wou^ have to be expanded^ ■■■■ ■{■■■;■■■

"■ in:6rdef'to gaini a better idea of,the. kin^of jobs dorte by ISPEA graduates, it

would be very advisable to set up an association of former students. :Such'-&n"-i"■;

.association could also be a useful forum for follow-up meetings and the exchange of

Jh'e existing p^l^n: for new premises will provide good, working conditions- for a

g^ number #£vITS and5 ISE-<-sfeud?nt6.' ,Constrfiction ,;of'thes^ p:renii^fes' is1 JfUll
justified in this light.
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INSTITUTE FOP. DEMOGRAPHIC TRAINING AND RESEARCH
IFORD - YAOUNDE, CA£€ROON ■

I. Role and position of the IFORD

The Institute tor Demographic Training and Research opened^its ^in^

November 1972 at Yaounde, following an ^~^m^ establishment of a high-

^emograSic^raining centrefor the French-speaking African countries.

Up to July 1982, the IFORD was financed and administered jointly by the two

founding parties. .

ss s =-

countries... .

PvPviouslv the United Nations had instigated the opening

centre??^

in 1962.

After the RIPS and the IFORD were opened, it was involved in establishing the
UN/Romania Demographic Centre (CEDOR) in Bucharest in 1974.

The institute is administered by an Administration Council, which is assisted
by an Advisory Committee and a Director.

•, • ,™™«od of four representatives of the Cameroon
The Administration Council is c°7°*f°*t^ Nations.

Government and four representatives of the United

It is responsible for establishing and assessing training and research pro
grammes and advisory services programmes.

The Advisory Cc-lttee is a scientific advisory body which specifies the
work programmes of the Institute.

b) The role of the IFORD

The aim of the Institute for Demographic
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: - to act as a centre for training and research in the field of population

studies and related fields; , ■■■ ''''.'" ; :

- to organize intensive training courses, retraining courses and discussion

seminars;

- to carry out, direct and publish research work on demographic trends and

their relationship with economic and social factors;

- to undertake research work in the field in the countries it serves with the

agreement of»tlje governments of these countries;

- to provide the countries it serves with advisory services on demographic

matters and-related fields.

The Institute serves the French-speaking African countries, which at.present

number 25. These are:

Algeria Mali

Benin Morocco

■ /:■ Burundi Mauritius

. Cameroon Mauritania

Central African Republic Niger ■>■• ., -.

Comoros Rwanda :

Congo Senegal

Ivory Coast Seychelles

Djibouti Chad

Gabon Togo

Guinea Tunisia

Upper Volta Zaire

Madagascar

The Institute can al$o cater for students and research workers from other

French-speaking countries which are not African.

c) Recruiting

Recruitment to the Institute for conventional training courses is by compe

titive examination only.

': Candidates for these examinations must hold:'

i) a diploma in statistical studies;

ii) a degree in geography, sociology, economic sciences or mathematics;
iii) a diploma which is equivalent to one of the above. Only the directors

of the Institute are empowered to assess this equivalence.

However, students who are due to sit their final degree examinations or

complete their course on statistical studies in the June of the year of ■ the competi
tion y|ill be admitted to the competition.

they are admitted provided that they produce their degree or diploma.in

statistical studies by 15 July. ■ -r- .-
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^ ! in view of the diversities in the previous «afVeYo^fofisTor
competitive examination contains two options ^ diploma; while the B

in economic

es or mathematics, or an equivalent diploma.

To be able to follow the convention^ training course offered by the IFORD,
candidates must comply with three requirements, viz.

- they must be admitted to the entrance examination; '

Z Kust supPly proof before or after the examination that they, possess

a study grant to the IFORD.

II. Training pr™"^d bv the IF0PJ3

a) Conventional training

damental objectives, viz:

-1

data;

lii) to enable students to understand the interaction

and economic ana social uyv~ ^ able of advising government bodies

on formulating population policies:

iv) to introduce students to research work.

The second objective, which constitutes th^f^^J~^J
training programme, is achieved by organi g udents in each 2-year set under
devised, carried out, used and analysed by the s ^^ ^ years>

the supervision of the teaching staff. This traim i

^ 1-bo first year is common to both categories
■■ Much of the instruction given in.th^"" ££tion). it consists of a de-
of students (i.e. the A and B options in tn. ^ organi2ing and carrying out a

an option.
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The students' progress is, assessed by,,subject. Between, 1 and. 4(/written exa
minations are taken on each course, depending on how long it lasts and the number of

1]ours' ^ avera8e marlk of 12 is required for promotion to the second.year, and also
for obtaining the demographic studies diploma to which the courses lead.However, a
weighted average of less than 10 in the- tm: subjects 'Survey analysis', and, 'Case
study1 in the second year means either a retake during the September session or that
the candidate has failed to obtain the diploma.

The drop-out rate in the first six months is 5-10%, but subsequent failures
are very rare.

Since 1974 the IFORD has produced 118 holders of the diploma, 30% o£ whom are
from Cameroon and 14% from Senegal.

In addition to these two countries, five others (Togo, Congo, Madagascar, Mali
and Benin) each provide 7-8% of the successful students'. Almost half of the IFORD
demographers (47.7%) go hto the statistical directorates, whereas 40% came from these
as ITSs (Statisticians). -

•-) Period of initiation into research

Each year the Institute organizes an introductory course to research work for
new holders of a diploma fjrom the Institute or other demographic centres.

This is a one-year course which gives students who have just completed the con
ventional training course an introduction to research work by involving them in the
work of the Institute's research department and enabling them to carry out individual
projects under the supervision of more experienced demographers and in contact with
a large number of research workers . - - .

c) Other training activities

Intensive introductory courses on population studies and statistics !'

These courses are organized on a national basis in the countries which do not
take advantage of the training provided at the Institute. They are based on copies
of course notes which have been written by the instructors at the IFORO.

This training is intended for persons with average qualifications at the level
of statistical technician or statistical assistant from the, statistical directorates,
health statistics departments and other appropriate units. These courses last appro
ximately six weeks. ■ ■ .

Advanced courses •.-..'.

Each course is organized around a specific topic of recognized current interest
to all demographers working in Africa.

These courses last for a maximum of four weeks and are intended for professional
tlemiflgraphers. ■■:• ; ' ..-•=..,

■' > . ■- f ■....,.

Students are selected for these courses on the, basis of individual applications,
are examined by an organization committee. This consists of
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The topic and the place are selected by the same committee for each course.

Research work . ......

The aims of the IFORD regarding research work are laid down in the objectives

of the Institute as given above:

These aims are to promote and support research in the field of population
studies in the countries served by the Institute.

The research work carried out covers three types of activity, viz:

i) research work;

. ■ . . ii> the publication 9f literature .to. disseminate information and knowledge
'\ r on African populations; ..■.■;,"■.

in the region to share their ideas and experience.

in no way can the IFORD be a substitute for the national

iis' of data. ,,,; :: .

Basic research is not a priority objective for the Institute.

^ i
the region.

the scope of ah article

the region to share their ideas and knowledge.

III. The resources of the IFORD

a) The teaching staff

ssociated expert and three Cameroon demographers
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These members of staff are responsible,for,.80% of the total amount of in

struction, while a further 12% is carried put by a number of consultants (8-10)

recruited from various bodies outsider the host country, and the remaining 8% is

carried out by a number of part-time staff (5-7) recruited locally.

Teaching staff are engaged on a one^-year contract which is renewable. There

is no provision in this type o£ contract for sending staff for training. It should

be noted that the research activities of the IFORD bear some relation to this additional

training.

b) Premises

Recently the IFORD was rehoused in new premises consisting of twd. classrooms,

one lecture theatre and offices. Previously it was housed in three separate places.

In other words, some progress has been made.

The students are accommodated in buildings made available to the IFORD by the

Cameroon Government, which under the terms of the agreements governing the activities

of the IFORD is responsible for providing and maintaining the premises which the

school needs.

c) Financial resources ~

The IFORD does not admit students who have no training grant.

Students who are admitted to the entrance examination automatically receive a

grant for further studies from the Institute if the student's application is approved

"by the competent authority in bis country of origin which is concerned with population

studies.

Study grants for the students are financed out of an overall annual subsidy

which the IFORD receives from the UNFPA. They cover all expenditure relating to

the students, including expenditure directly linked to training.

Thus each- student receives a grant of 90,000 CFA francs per month for board and

lodging etc. However, overall a student costs $6,200 per annum, including grant,

travel and all fees.

It became apparent that applications for funds addressed to Cameroon had gone

beyond the limit for the commitments that a host country could reasonably undertake

in respect of a regional project such as the IFORD. Cameroon then"1 decided td fix
a ceiling to its annual grant, particularly since its aid to the IFORD covered other

expenditure.

Cameroon made staff available to the Institute whose salaries are paid directly

by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Planning. In 1973-79 this staff comprised:

- an administrator (Head of Administration and Finance, Category B);

- two demographers (Category A);

- a statistical assistant (Category B);

- a statistical technician (Category B).
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activities of the IFORD. ' '

■< ±- , ■■ i- -j, «*■ 9T \tk r-ja pFA francs, Cameroon's total
T« 1Q7R-74 with a Subsidy Ot £o O/J o*-O ^ni iAWl"» . _• ,„ _i

■ . in iy/o /.», wj-.*-"-. TFORD may be estimated at, approximately j

CFA francs.

a) Subsidies received from the UNFPA

........pnder the.agreement concluded with Cameroon^ the establishment

stitut'e,.,the United Matrons agree enditure. directly -linked to training, activities

rnfalso partVthfInstil '''operating and equipment budget.. .,., , ,;,

It'should be noted that in addition the UNFPA has provided;the Institute with
special: subsidies for three specific projects, viz:■• . . ., .. •■

- the colloquium on demographic studies in Abidjan (1979),

- the seminar on population policies in Africa (Lome, 1979),

.the Lome survey on infant and young person mortality (1979-1981).

o) External subsidies

The assistance which the French government gives to the IFORB taKes a number

o£ forms: . , .

- it has provided the services of a permanent teacher since January 1975,

- it has sent.2-3 teaching delegations every year since 1977,

. it provides an annual subsidy for research work and publications, ;

Liaison do D&nographie.Afncaine1

and colloquia
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Conclusions and recoramendat5.ons

The IFORD, in its new premises, is a school which is in good shape. It has a

good reputation and attracts a large number of applicants (50 for the examination
in 1974 and 238 in 1932). It is interesting to note the trends in the categories^

of the applicants. Whereas when the school opened most applicants took the A option,

this,ratio has been reversed and for the past two years some 60% of the applicants

take the B option. This trend is due to the fact that the population, studies diploma

is recognised as being equivalent to that of an ISE ^Economic Statistician).

The two examinations are on very different levels, the ISE examination being

much mote difficult as regards the programmes and examinations. In all fairness

the level of the entrane'e examination for the I FORE? ought to be raised, considerably,

otherwise the administrative category of equivalent to ISE would be an incentive to

train demographers, 'while this is a speciality which is necessary/;for statistics,

it is not the,oi)iy one required in the statistical directorates. Apart.from con
siderations of fairness there is thus also a requirement regarding the needs of

the countries- , . "

The way in which the grants are administered:by the Institute independently

of the countries has led to a marked imbalance. The countries which have most

professional people and most demographers continue to train the highest numbers.

While this method of administration-makes life easier for the School,, it creates

imbalance. The individual country reports show that demographic studies.is not a

specialization which is felt to be in short supply: in the:countries, at present.

The average number of graduates which the IFORD can produce at present (20-25
per annum) is therefore adequate. This is because the training given for both ITSs
and ISEs includes demographic studies along with other areas of statistics, and

also because the lack of statisticians is felt less keenly in the area of demo
graphic studies than in other economic and social sectors.

V To sum up, demographic studies is a sector of African statistics which has

made progress and at present other fields call for a major effort. :. .
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ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE DE STATISTIQUE ET D'ECONOMIE APPUQUEE,
ENSEA - ABIDJAN, IVOPY COAST

AND POSITION OF THE ENSEA .

Historical background -

The ENSEA is the successor to two institutions: the 'Ecole d-Application- of
the Directorate for Statistics and Demographic Studies of Ivory Coast and the
'Ecole Statistique' of Abidjan.

'- ■ The former, founded in 1961, catered only for the training of Statistical
Technicians recruited by competitive examination;open to the clerical stall or
^Directorate of Statistic^ and to holders of the BEPC (c^xficate awar ed at
r,. pnd of the first stage of secondary education). In 1963 this institution
the end of^s™ ™W£ ; It thus%ecame an educational establishment, whereas

time it had merely been part, of the Directorate of Statistics and ue

o* ^ance^omic^^^^ ^ ^
introduction o? a new type of training, that of the 'Chefs,des Travaux Statistique.',
who were the predecessors of the ITS (see below). .,,.

In line with the recommendations of the Economic. Commission for
the School was organized in such a way as to provide training to-
bodies of statisticians mentioned in the statutes of most of the

African countries, namely: ■

-the 'tnggnieurs de Travaux Statistiques,' (ITS) (Statisticians);

- the 'Adjoints.Techniques de la Statistique' (AD; initiated in 1966)

(Statistical Assistants);

btra^nrSe fo^T^i^^ under the authority
of the School.

From 1964 onwards the School began to take national,, of other African countries

MmmmmmmM
of some 20 other African states).

The Statutes of the ENSEA

In its present form, the ENSEA was reorganized by Decree No 82/2/9 of 3

March 1982.

statutes are as follows:
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- the School comes under the aegis; ofthe Ministry of Planning;and Industry,
as does the Directorate of Statistics; ' •

- its aim: is to provide basic and advanced training not only for ITS/AS and AT
but also - a new departure - for ISE; -

- these types of training are intended to meet the requirements of both the
public and para-public and the private sectors;

- a further aim of the,School is to provide in-service training,for executive
staff specializing in statistics and also to develop applied research (statistics,
econometrics, economic analysis, informatics, etc.); ;

- the ENSEA has an advisory management committee comprising, in addition to
the relevant national Ministers, representatives of the Commission of the European
Communities;knd a representative of the United Nations Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA);

- a select committee, comprising the Director, of the ENSEA, the Dean of the

Faculties of Science and Economic Sciences, the Director of Statistics and a re
presentative of the Association of Ivory Coast Statisticians> can be convened by the
Dir#ct6r o£<~the school; >

- there is also provision for a teachers' committee which has the task of
advising the Director on all matters regarding the life of the School;

-the ENSEA now has a fairly wide-ranging theoretical administrative structure

defined with a view to expanding the School, particularly by the introduction of ISE
training;

- the Statutes assign a leading role to the Director of the ENSEA, who has the
rank, of a Central Government Director and is appointed by decree of the Council of
Ministers. . !^'"..■■,' "

Admission conditions

The admission Criteria vary according tofte type of training.

ITS " -....,..: , ;,!; . . :

■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ i

There.are three methodsof admission:

- first-year admission on the basis of qualifications for candidates holding a
DUES (Diplome Universitaire d'Etudes Scientifiques) after scrutiny of their file
constitutes an exception (about one candidate^every two years over the past five years);

- admission by direct competition. Although this second method is typical of
the 'Grandes Ecoles1, the special feature of the ENSEA competition isathat*it:is:
organized jointly with that of the statistical schools of Yaounde" (ISPEA) and Kigali
(IAMSEA) and that its examination board is chaired by the President of the CESD.

The students are selected according to the results obtained^in the.examinations
(a general paper, two mathematics papersj a paper on statistical tables.and calculations,
a text analysis and summary paper and an optional English paper^; they are then allocated

to one of the three centres in accordance with criteria of balance and common sense:
it is preferable for a successful candidate from Cameroon; rRwanda^or:; the Ivory- Coast
to be admitted to the school in his own country, if only for economic reasons. ■ ■ •■;
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The criteria for admission to the examinations are laid down by a joint meeting

of the Directors of the schools concerned, together with the Director of the CESD.
This meeting also provides an opportunity for an exchange of information and con

sultation about the programmes and types of training given.

At present/the criteria are as follows: the candidate must be at least in the

final year of secondary education and have obtained the baccalaureat before the

beginning ofthetnew school year. This minimum requirement is applied with certain
variations depending on the country; for example, in the Ivory Coast prospective

students put their names down in their final year of school, whereas in Cameroon they

must have.already.gone to university. These differences in the candidates' back

ground are the; reason .why'the El>|SE£;h!sLS: ' a preparatory year to bring the? students up
to standard^, although initially it was. introduced to facilitate /the/access' pf. ;.'i,f.:.'i.. ,
Statistical Assistants to ifS training. Iri! addition, a maximum cjuota of 100 ^aiidi-:..
dates per examination centre has been laid down and to some extent explains 'the
different enrolment criteria.in each country. ....; :^,- , , : ; ■>■■

- Admission by professional\competition:, This competition/as-open to AD who
fulfil the conditions of seniority required by the civil service,regulations of their
respective countries.. .The numbers of applicants and .successful candidates are very

small at present, ,•>'.'."<■ '■ . '.]-,< ■ • ■'. ■■ ■ : .-■■-.

.a: The papers are as:follows: statistics, general paper, 'mathematics, text

analysis and summary, numerical calculations and, optionally, English.

Statistical Assistants . .. , :. ,. _■

Admission is either by means of a competitive examination open to final-year
secondary pupils aged over 16 and under 24 (Ivory Coast citizens or foreigners put
forward by their governments) or by means of a professional competition.open to

Statistical Technicians or their equivalent. The number of candidates for the first
type of competition varied between 669 in 1980, the number.of successful candidates

between about 20 and 3d; and the number of students between 8 and 26, with an ideal
number of around 20. The difficulty of recruiting AD by means of the direct competi
tion is linked primarily to the fact that, as it is a competition, some people apply
bofore they know their baccalaurgat results. If they pass this secondary-leaving

examination, they quite often give uo the idea of going to the ENSEA in favour of

university studies, for example. . : . . :.

For the internal competition/the numbers are nowhere near as high: between

10 and 30 candidates and'2 or 3 admissions in recent years.

Statistical Technicians

As in the case of Statistical Assistants, there are:

- a direct competion open to pupils of level 2 C (first year of the second
stage of secondary education, with a bias towards mathematics and physics), aged

over 16 and under 25;■ ■

- a professional competition open to public servants of a level lower than

that of AT, : ■■ i . , ■
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For the first competition, the number of candidates varied between 615 in

1977 and 1,281 in 1982, the number of successful candidates between 20 and 30, and
the number jf students around 20. F6r':"the second competition, the largest number

of candidates was 25 in 1981'and there are one or two successful candidates' a year.

TYPES OF TRAINING GIVEN BY THE ENSEA

ITS training

This lasts for four years, comprising a preparatory year and three years of

ITS training proper. The candidates admitted on the basis of qualifications and

the best-placed successful candidates from the joint competition go straight into
the first year, whereas the others go into the preparatory year to bring them up

to standard before the training itself.

Preparatory year

The main emphasis of the tuition in this year is on the teaching and practice

of mathematics: out of a. £btaj! of 325 hours of classes, 160 are devoted to algebra,

mathematical analysis, and numerical analysis and calculation, 45 to descriptive
statistics, and the remaining 120 to classes in civics, oral expression, economic

geography and English.

Out of a total of 285 hours of supervised activities, 215 are devoted to the

grbup of mathematical subjects (i.e. including descriptive statistics) and 70 to

other subjects, including 35 hours' of physical education. ;-

Thus, out of a total of 610 hours in this preparatory year, almost 70% are

given over .to mathematics in the wide sense, which corresponds roughly to the total

weighting of these subjects in the calculation of the annual overall average.

The students' progress is assessed regularly on the basis of oral (5) and
written (25) examinations. The overall average mark for the year must be higher than
12, otherwise - except in very exceptional cases - the student is failed or guided

towards the first year of AD training.

The number of students in the preparatory year has varied between 8 and 13
since 1977, and the success rate at the end of the year is over 94% over the last

five academic years for this type of preparatory training.

ITS training

Spread over three years, this training comprises classes, supervised activities

and a period of practical training.

In the first year, out of a total of 625 hours, 420 are classes and 205
supervised activities; of this total, 66% are given over to mathematics and stati
stics, 17% to economics and the remaining 17% to various subjects, including in
formatics (20 hdurs of classes and 10 hours of supervised activities).

In the second year, out of a total of 605 hours (355 hours of classes 1 250
hours of supervised activities) only 37% are new given over to statistics but
likewise 37% to economics, the remaining 26% being devoted to various subjects,

with a substantial proportion being taken up by informatics (30 hours of classes
run A OC Virtit-r-e ri-f eiir»a-r">ri cfir! afti VI 1"1 pO .
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In the third year, the first three

(with a common core for. deeper study and ^™
applied statistics or demographic statistics-

supervised activities, the options take up_^j

^Ve 260 hours of classes and
^ six month period of

W Jro'ec/conducted by the ENSEA or

a of the first year's training
In practice, students are weeded out: at the en ^ ^ ^ ^ h

(average success rate in the first year since 1J"Q ; ' students are failed
ind of the training and 99% in th,.second year^ On ave^ ^, ^ ^^ thr(jughout

At) training : ■ . ■■■■■■. ■.■■■■

This course lasts two years and comprises:

saris sss
activities);

. in the second year, ^.
informatics (9%), giving «\overall

-

of

the timetable), economics (20*J ana

ofUTours (280 hours of classes and
o ^ of pract cal

conducted oy the school or ma

statistical service.

A, l

rate over the past five years: 89.
allowed to

. Once

«
average number of just
^ repeated oyer the

two year cycle

At training ■

course. .
the case of the
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other types of training, assessment is continuous and an average mark of* at least
12 out of 20 is required.

Over the last five years, the success rate has been 94%. Students who..fail

are, as in the other types of training, permitted to repeat the year; this has not

happened for three years now.

Research activities

Following some periods of practical training or as a sideline to surveys con

ducted by the School, a number of research or in-depth study projects are carried

out/. They appear in a publication which is now in its tenth edition, entitled

'Etudes et recherches'.

Over the past four years, the total number of students at the ENSEA has

fluctuated between 114 and 124, with over^ialf undergoing ITS training and the

remainder being divided between AD (between 21 and 39 students depending on the

year) and AT (between 24 and 12 students).

As regards what jobs the students go into after completing their training,

there is no detailed yearbook at present but it may be estimated that at ITS level

in the Ivory Coast 10% begin their careers in the national statistical service, 50%

in another government department and 40% go directly to the private sector; at AU

and AT levels, half begin their careers in the statistical service, 3Q%;and 20%

respectively in other administrative sectors, and 20% and 10% in the..private sector,

while for 20% of the AT the first job is unknown. As regards the origin of the

students, the vast majority in all types of training come from the school system.

The most important change provided for in the new Statutes of the School is

the introduction of a new course of training for Economic Statisticians- (ISE).

This development is not envisaged in the very near future, but? it is in; keeping

with the efforts of the CESD to transfer to Africa the ISE training provided;.up

to now in Paris. In view of the School's seniority and experience and. the general

situation at present in the Ivory Coast, there is every reason to believe that this

prospect is realistic.

the Owning of the ensea

Staff

In addition to the administrative staff (12 persons) and the Director, the

ENSEA has 9 permanent teaching staff and employs around 30 temporary and part-time

staff for its classes (54% of the teaching). The latter come from various places,

including 15 or so from the statistical services. The permanent teaching. Srtaff

comprises five French (including one National Service volunteer), and three.national

technical assistants. One of these posts has not been filled since summer 1982. There

has been no assistance from the EDF since 1972 and the■UNFPAi withdrew its support

in 1981 (there was one teacher paid out of UNFPA funds).i - ;,: ■., ... ■

The africanization of the teaching staff is Coming up against a statutory obsta
cle. A proposed specific statute drawn up in 1977 having been finally rejected,

the only statute possible is that of higher education. Consequently, an ISE

recruited to the ENSEA is appointed as an assistant. In order to become a permanent

member of staff, he has to qualify as an assistant lecturer, which entails third-

level university studies. He can remain an assistant for only six years. In
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order to Keep a trained ISE beyondt^^^
him to follow third-level studies, which often means going ^.^

happens in the case of one .ntj.1^ St^s pay is attractive (teachers'

permanent staff to 13.

..present, the fSEA.occupies wooden ^^^^£^
fortunately, excellently -""tained. There «^s^. data processing equipment,
with 15, four offices and a library in the room o ^ buildingsf, 21

These premises are used to the max™; ™ere ar p teachers. office, etc.),
offices (administration, Director, Director 01 siu ■ lecture theatre,
a computer centre (one office, three^ooms), 16 c^ooms an _ ^ inordinate

hr ith various other rooms, ^"™°T°ffe^e Twothirds of
a computer centre (one , ^ ^ ^ ir
together with various other rooms, t^."™on°ofT°teffe^cou^e. Two-third.s of

not excessive situation.

Financial situation

The BNSBA-s budget for -^3 amounts to approximately n^ ^

excluding technical assistance; it has been i""^5^ fra;cs. ^e remainder

for ITS). ■■■-■ ' ■: '■.:■■ ■■•■-, _

j *•«„ f7 nno fFA francs a month tor a

These fees and the rent for ^^f^JJArL the grants awarded to
0 f double room) are deducted ^ ^ ^.^

These fees and the ^^f^JJArL the grants aw
single room, 4,000 for a double room) are deducted ^ ^^ Qr ^.^

students, which are provided either by the -students. countries of origin

(d 11 *ff^ °^ h fit
the students, students c

lateral agencies (around 11 *ff^ °^eas the grants in the first
(the Ivory Coast being the biggest so«^j. certain African
' i i good time generally ^f^ il dls; these
the Ivory Coast beg ^ certai
category arrive in good time, generally ^f^ substantial delays; these
countries, with the exception °£ Congo, arrive w ^ ^^^ x ,

b th ENSE\stan^ "^H Ct
countries, with the excp ^ ^^^ x

countries' debt to the ENSE\stan^ "^Hre subsidized by the Ivory Coast
fact, all the students attending the Centr, are s two.thirds of the cost

Government since, in the *«« P^^yt^ themselvesaccount for only 54%
of the classes given by part-time stalt twn q{ eack stu<jent the

of the classes-given) and. secondly g^" £» , . added to th. rent paid

^^0^ "So^^ *«- f- a single room and.14,000

per student in a double room).
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The ENSEA's. budget is .drawn up by the Advisory Management Committee on a

proposal from the Schooladministration, but as this budget depends basically

on the government subsidy the authority which determines its amount is the Ivory

Coast Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance.

Conclusions and recommendations

The ENSEA now has plenty of experience. After more than 20 years, it is

paradoxical that the majority of the teaching staff are expatriates. The Ivory

Coast has a sufficient number of trained staff to take on such responsibilities.

As in the case of the Ivory Coast administration,and that of the statistical

services in particular, the solutions are in the hands of the national authorities.

A statute for teachers at the 'Grandes Ecoless, which has already been discussed,

is the remedy not only for the ENSEA but also for the 'Grandes Ecoles' in the

Ivory Coast.

Abidjan is an active university city constituting a favourable location for .

the introduction of an ISE course. This project, which has been made possible by

the new Statutes of the School, must therefore be supported and carried out with

the necessary carfe to ensure its success. The introduction or" a joint competition'

and concentration of the schools which will provide this training will constitute

a guarantee of high standards, as in the case of ITS training'.

Wnen',it is housed in! its'now premises, the ENSEA will be able tb take more

Students and could then consolidate its. regional nature for ITS and ISE training.

The AD and AT types -of training.should .become less and less regional with the

progressive development of national schemes in the various' countries sending candidates
to the ENSEA, contrary to what should happen in the case of the ITS arid; sub- .' =

sequently, the ISE.

. ITS training at the ENSEA would benefit by placing more emphasis on sectoral

statistical methods, which are of most relevance for the countries served by the

ENSEA (agriculture, fdod supplys etc>). As regards training in the preparation

and processing of data, thefENSEA h^as developed this activity and its only need

now is for more equipment. "-.--.;

In order to gain a better idea o,f the jobs taken by ENSEA graduates;, some

thing along the lines of an association of farmer students1 would be very useful.

It could also act as a forum for follow-up meetings and exchanges of experience.

The ENSEA has an urgent need for new premises which should be able to meet

the requirements of the next ten years.
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(CESD) -

I. Organization «"* ^^ °f the CESD

a)
Economistes des Pays en

■■
ssr

with thci associated states.

Long before 1962, the Ecole National*, do ^.^^^ttrt^Wi^
Economique, then still the Ecole d'ApPlicat^°" ™ the constraints applying and
strtSScians from the African countries. However th ^f£ clals did not allow laxg
the nature of - curriculu^ov^^o^these^ ^ particular characteristlcs of

adequately into account.

"£ the CESDb) natives and T

The CESD was founded in October 1962 in

association under the French L "f^^L
stical Office of the European

Dire^or-General of the Di
Communities), the

of Cooperation and the uirect

de ^Administration Economique (ENSAE)

Europeans. it

ment of the same name
of the CESD is to 'tram

« ;»»

, centre has thus been to tram the
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A Scientific Committee assists the Director of the CESD in organizing the

training activities. ■':. ;

c) Transfer of ITS (statistician) training activities to Africa

Until 1977 the CESD included a division for'Ingenieurs des Travaux Statistiques

(ITS) (Statisticians) in addition to the present division for'Ingenieurs Stati-

sticiens Economistes1 (ISE) (Economic Statisticians).

The training of the ITS students was slanted rather towards the practical

applications of'statistics. The students were trained to perform supervisory and

administrative tasks and to take part in the collection and compilation of in

formation and in economic studies. They were selected by means of a competitive

examination at the level of the Baccalaureat (school-leaving examination) and

their training lasted 24 months, including eight.months of practical training in

an African country. Until 1968 tho instruction,that .they received had a great

deal in common with that given by the ENSEA to its associate students. From this

date onwards the courses 'fell out of step1 as the associate students were re

cruited at a higher level (the Dipl6me d'Etudes llniversitaires Generales, i.e.

after two years at university), while the entrance level for the ITS students

remained the Baccalaureat. ::'■..';.„ :

Between 1962 and 1977, the CESD trained 221 Statisticians:(ITS): from 22

countries.

As early as 1968, the CESD, in agreement with the African states which used

its services, began preparations for the transfer of the ITS training activities

to Africa. This transfer was finally accomplished at the end of 1976 With the

founding of the Institut Africain etMauricien. de Statistique et d'Economie

Appliquee (IAMSEA) in Kigali and the opening of an ITS section at the Institut

de Statistique, de Planification et d'Economie Appliquee (ISPEA) in Yaounde.

Since 1977, ITS training has thus been carried out entirely in French-

speaking Africa in these two schools and four other older establishments, viz:

- the IAMSEA in Kigali,

- the ISPEA in Yaounde, :

- the Ecole de Statistique,in Abidjan, :. , ,

. - the Institut National de Statistique et d'Economie Appliaue'e (INSEA)

in Rabat, . . :,_;. . .

- the Institut des Techniques de; Planification et d'Economie Appliquee

(ITPEA) in Algiers, V , ,; , ■
- the statistical college of the Ecole Nationale d'Economie Appliquee

(ENEA) in Dakar. ■ .,, ; ,. . , :

At present, the CESD consists .of only one division, that for ISE students.

d) Entry requirements

The academic criteria for admission to. the CESD are very similar to those of

the ENSEA (Economic Statisticians:and:Administrators Division), the trainee Economic

Statisticians being selected on■■ thp basis either of a competitive examination or

of qualifications.
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Ware thus competitive exactions with .n'econo^soption^at.the

of the master of science rtegr"^""^^^//^ematics classes preparing
^f^^^ colle.es CCran.es

Persons Homing an IT, diplona are^lso admitted to^these

^^S^t.-tjrS^.SK'S the CrUs Bcoles on the
science side.

: *i rncv ^tmnrp competition, which takes
For obvious practical.reasons.the CES, entrance com^ . o£ writton

place at the end of April f^^^ln some 5 African countries. In
examinations held simultaneously in Paris and in some

1982 there were 263 candidates. ..■.•;...,

The breakdown of successful candidates by basis of
.i,,pril 1982: .competition with '.a he.* ^^-^

^; with

II. Training provided by the CESD

&) Training of Economic Statisticians (ISE)

The course lasts three years.

In vicw of the two types of education^ the studen-^ave received.^
economics option and a -thematic^.option are ffere^ ^ ^ ^ ^_

^rSSr-li^ with a scientific groundran^h

The instruction given in the first year for **.W the economics and the
mathematics options) has a twofold objective.

■f «nHent with the essential supplemental
I to provide the two «*^est0°^Tc—on course throughout the rest

instruction required to enable tuem to

of their training: : ,

, - to introd.ee students to the basic sublet matter of. the Centre.

The economics ootion emphasizes mathemai|i« ^^SJ"*
curriculum), while the mathematics option ^J
(30% of the classes as opposed to 12% tor

economics
option),.

,.- tl-o first-year students must undergo a
Between the first and second year, *e first y ^ ciyil ryice

compulsory ten-week period °f;Dra^r™^gaining takes Place in Africa
KTS^S: SSH^K ^ceding entry to the seconder.

In the second year, there are ^ _
the GESn/The first two categories consxsx^ The, .third^category

economics and mathematics options in ™ o£ student&. admitted 4irectly to

is rather the exception at uhe CbbLj conb

the second year.
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Most of the instruction is common to the three categories but certain classes

specific to a particular category are still held (statistics and mathematics,
economics, etc.)'

In prrctice, the students admitted directly to the second year attend all the

classes, and those who have taken the economics option have supplementary classes
in mathematics.

In their third year, students are offered four types of activity:

- a compulsory common course (econometrics, sampling, data analysis, data
processing);

- a set of classes specific to the CESD which are of particular relevance to
the developing countries;

- participation in a seminar (optional);

- optional classes (operational research, statistics and econometrics, economic
analysis, business economics, economic policy).

Most of the classes in basic theory are common to the ENSAE and the CESD,

though-the CESD £as a distinctive core of special classes geared to the problems

and particular characteristics of the developing countries.

■,-■.. The importance of these special classes varies from year to year:; there is

one class in the first year and six - with a total assessment weighting of 44 out

of a little more than 100 - in the second year. In the third year, the work is so
organized that optional classes and seminars play a major part.

In addition to the fairly limited common course, the Centre's students have
to attend four special classes.

Over the three, years, the special CESD classes represent between 20 and 25%

of the instruction given. The staff responsible are lecturers and research workers

from the Paris universities, the Ecoie Normale Supgrieure, the Ecole dos Hautes

Etudes en Sciences Sociales, the CNRS and experts with a long period of-^residence
in the African, countries.

Specialists from the above bodies help to supervise and stimulate the acti

vities of third-year seminars which are geared more specifically to the problems
of the developing countries.

The academic performance of the CESD students is very satisfactory. The

results obtained in the last five years were as follows:

- mean percentage of students admitted to the next class in June: 03% in the

seond. year, and S3% in the first year; in the third year the mean percentage of

students obtaining their ISE diplomas in June is in excess of 9

- mean percentage of students repeating a year: 7% in the first year, S% in the

second, 0% in the third;

- mean dropout or failure rate in the first year: 7%.
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" Three phases may be distinguished in the development of the numbers of ISE

s eudents:

a) a rapid rise between 1962/63 and 1967/68: the number of students in

creased from about 15 to about 40;

b) stagnation between 1963/69 and 1972/73: the total roll was about 35

students per year;

c) an increase between 1973/74 and 1978/79-, by which date the annual roll

was in excess of 60 students.

Since 1979. student numbers have ^^^ff^

etween its inception and 1982, the CESD trained 233 Economic Statisticians

countries.

Until 1971, fewer ^an te, EConomc

Between

from 24 countries.

were trained each year (thewcr

average for the period was seven F™» «" °"^ ;,. of 16 diplomas being

^S^^S"^^^1^ 24 stunts .raduated as Bconomlc
Statisticians.

A breakdown of the successfu!

S^^i S.^S- little over^one third
of the total population of these countries.

are
those of Central Africa

French-speaking African countries.

j j ,<= f,r ?<; one can judee at present the training
With regard to standards, « ** «^Iwels seSms to enjoy a good reputation

offered at the CESD at both the ISE and ITS lev.l^^s. adninistrators and key
in the countries served, In most of the.. ^^^'students of the Centre and

civil service and in many economic sectors.

Training of statisticians for the developin^ntriosJ Franceses, however,

involve a number of constraints whiJ^inevi ^.^ characteristics of these countric:

struction more
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b) The former students of the ;CESO

Between March and May 198.2, a survey was carried out of former students who
had completed their studies at the Centre between 1963 and 1981.

82.V- of the former students who replied work as civil servants. The per
centage is higher for Statisticians (87%) than for Economic Statisticians (r77%).

Of those who work in the civil service, 56% are in the national statistical
Offices, 7% in the national planning departments, 22% in other ministries; and 15%

in other administrative units (central banks, international organization?, etc.).

Public or semi-public corporations and private industry employ 13.5% and
3.8% respectively of former students.

With regard to the functions.fulfilled by the former students, 32.6% perform

managenient and/or administrative?;tasks (about 20% in a statistical or economic
department), 30.5% are engaged in the prpduction of statistics, 24.3% carry out
economic studies and analyses, 6.3% work in higher education and university re

search and 6.3% pursue other activities.

H. The other activities of the CESD

a) Assistance to the African statistical schools

The CESD maintains good relations with the gradually increasing number of
statistical schools in Africa. . : .

Until 1977, when ITS training activities were transferred to Africa, the CESD

selected ITS students by means of a competitive examination organized jointly with
the Abidjan Ecole do Statistique.

Since 1977, it has organized the ITS common entrance examination for three

African schools: the Ecole de Statistique in Abidjan, the'Institut de Statistique,

d'e Planification et: d'Economie Appliquee (ISPEA) in Yaounde and the Institut

Africain et Mauricien de Statistique et d'Economie Appliquee (IAMSEA) in'Kigali.

At present, the CESD assists these schools in three areas:

- organization of the ITS common entrance examination, which ensures that

the students entering these schools are of similar standard;

- coordination and harmonizatipn of tiie curricula by means of annual meetings

in Paris of the directors of the schools and organization of seminars on training;

- preparation and adaptation of teaching material and aids (case studies,

simulations, etc.) with assistance from the.ENSAE, the Cooperation Department and
the Initial and Advanced Training Division of the INSEE and with financial support

from the French Ministry of Cooperation and Development. ;.
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stical training centres in Africa.

g£Sfa.s;

Further training , .

y?ar Since.,1979-t,o CBS. .as o^anuea a =o, ^ain^c^s^i^ at.

£pr -sta^istie?! purpo," in clos «^«aff of the African civil.services

the data they collect.

The course is held in Paris on the , -places are avaiia^c; -^. —-
weeks (end of August to -d-NoVef^oloSyaspects Chow computers work), in-
points covered are as follows. t^^°^|0La, organization of data processing >
Production to a programming lanR^ce basics of functional and systems analysis,
activities within a statical office, basic!0£tware The programme is built up

of large files and in™^^0^ ° ^Mysed by the participants. .It is

, remote sensing and mini-systems.

courses.

c) Studies and research it ;

. ^ pfsd state that the Centre may Undertake research-work in
The articles of the CESD state tnax ^.i

the statistical and economic fields.

its first study and research

Project selection has hear, based on three criteria:

. the projects must involve statistical work or economic analysis relating
to the developing countries;

of the Centre. :■■■-. d t and

workload represented by
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Among the projects already completed or currently in .hand/ago.:

r the project on international comparison of purchasing .power;,, t

- the economic accounts handbook for the developing countries;'

- a markets survey in Niger:

- growth and natural resources in Africa. : : ; : ;:.;;■-•_

III. Resources . .

The CESD operates on the premises of the ENSAE.

The instruction is given by officials of the INSEE (40%), university staff

(15%), officials of other civil sorvice departments (20%) arid employees of public

services or.business (25%). The CESD employs two part-time staff for its special

courses in the first year, six in the second year and seven in the third year.

The Centre*.*s own budget is mainly.accounted for by its operating expenditure

which amounted to FF 1,335,000 in 1982 (remuneration of teaching staff 11%^ re

muneration of the administrative staff of the Centre 51%). On the resources side,

"fetes represented 37% of annual income, whicjv is supplemented by a subsidy. The

contribution in facilities, and services fr.opv Jhe ENSAE and"hence the INSEE is very
substantial.■■ In 1975 it was estimated at F^F 55'0;,000.' In view of the rise in
prices, it must be equivalent to 65% of the Centre's own operating budget.

The cost of training a student at the CESD was thus estimated at FF 76,000

in 1978, corresponding to about FF 120,000 in 1982.

Financially, the arrangements for the students of the CESD are fairly

satisfactory.

Nearly 90% of the students hold grants either from the EEC (between 30 and

50% depending on the year), or from their governments (30%), or under the French

cooperation arrangements or the United Nations Development Programme. Although

studies are organized on a day-school basis, students find accommodation without

too much difficulty through the bodies managing the grants, the students office

(BDE) of the ENSAE or the CESD itself, which in 1977 endowed 19 rooms at the Paris

students' residence complex.

In 1977 the Former Students Association of the ENSAE and the CESD (ASTEC)

set up a solidarity fund managed by the Director of the CESD to provide short-term

loans and loans on trust to students who require financial assistance in order to

complete their studies (18 students received loans between 1977 and 1931).

IV. Conclusions and recommendations

The CESD is something of a special case among the schools participating in

the STPA in that

- it is located in Europe but is regarded as a participant in the programme;

- it has established links with the ENSAE which are of a new and at the same

time exemplary character;
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i-he activities (ranging from entrance
- it provides a means of coor. ating,0 ls _ those of Kigali, Yaounde" and

procedures to curricula of three African sc „ " he teaching scheme employed

reputation throughout the region.

In the future, th-.^lll r to-^c « j^^
ferring ISE training «"vi*ies M the A^djan a achieved) the CESD wiU have

^ ^r^ the ^ division, consisting in

- the organization of ITS and ISE common entrance examinations;

- supply of teaching material to the schools;

^coordinatioVoMhe activities of the African schools.

As certain countries are under-representea in^j- of ^

students, the CESD requires fin^C1^^^ o£ successful candidates with the

amination.
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ET D'ECONOMIE APr'LIQUEn ' '

,. ,: IAMSEA - KIGALI .

I. Organization and role of the IAMSEA (African and Mauritian Institute for

Statistics and Applied Economics)

a) Historical background

The IAMSEA was set up on the basis of an agreement-signed in Kigali on 16 '

December 1975. The first students started in October 1976. The decision to transfer

the training of ITS (Statisticians) by the CESD to Africa could mot really be im

plemented unless at least one centre carrying out this training was truly regional

and free from'the problems of inter-state relations, i.e. access really was

guaranteed to nationals of the African countries. The ENSEA and,ISPEA.were, at

that time the national schools with a definite regional bias.and a third centre

had to be created, A further justification for this was that an assessment of

the needs of the French-speaking African countries carried out by the SOEC had

shown that it was necessary to train about 60 statisticians each, year and the ISPEA

and ENSEA could handle only about 40 a year. ;

b) The statutes and organization of the IAMSEA

The role of the IAMSEA is defined in the agreement instituting .the school:

'Article 2 - Aims of the Institute'

The Institute is a higher education establishment with a threefold purpose:

1- Training antf- education

2. Advanced training

3. Research

Within this framework, the purpose is to provide general training in stati

stics, with specific attention to economics, to enable statisticians to:

a) collect and use statistical information,

b) study and analyse any economic file,

c) draw up and implement survey programmes, examine and analyse the results,

d) draw up and use economic accounts and development programmes,

e) organize, manage and direct a statistical or economics department.

It was initially signed by ten OCAK member states (at the time these were

Benin, the Central African Republic, tho Ivory Coast, Gabon, Upper Volta, Mauritius,

Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Togo). Since then a number of states outside the OCAM have

signed the agreement (Congo, Mali) and others have left the OCAM (Gabon) but are

still signatories to the agreement or vice versa (Mauritius). The OCAM was the
regional organization which support' d tho iamsea whoa it was set up but the In

stitute is now tie regional organization in its own right and includes both members

and non-members of the OCAM; it is run by an Administrative Council.

This Council consists of the relevant Ministers in the States which belong

to the Institute, e.g. the Ministers of Planning, Hit her Education, etc., or their

annfti i-i*-c»j4 roT»ff>cPTif-at -i imc fin mflnv M«p« th 1 ^ i? thp Di TP.Ct CtT irf KfcAt.i fit1 O
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capacity.■ The Council may invite other
CaP advanced training committee, areeprese^

as a teacher nominated

students or other

Director who is

fes,The advanced training co^ittee includes a r^esentatxve £^

(Director of Statistics) .the Q w«or ° student representatives, an old
•state (Director

the Institute.

The staff.committee,includes

chai»X the Director,, Thestudents
students^ : ■ .■■■■'.

Council

at the Institute and is
members elected by the

life of 'the'institute,

!

■»-■
staff and

; ..ere are now four ^e*•«
methods and practice, «ath««tics. inancU1 de

teaching there are admimstrati

, survey

documents that the
Machines.

, aPPears to have ^ apply to

c) Miias^ion__c^ndit^nj
^ typical of

1rr
s

heir own

ns for admission to the examinations are

gramnes and curricula. Q.f , dary
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of the differences in the applicants' qualifications, the I/&SEA has a preparatory
year to bring students up to standard, although this year was'originally intended
to enable statistical assistants to follow ITS courses. Furthermore, the quota
of a maximum of 100 applicants per examination centre also to. some extent explains
the different conditions of application in each country.

II- The training provided by the IAMSEA

The IAMSEA only trains ITS (Statisticians). The training includes a preparatory
year plus three years. The preparatory year is, as in Abidjan, intended for appli

cants who, although they have passed the competition, need a year tb"reach the
standard required. This procedure is necessary because of the differences in the
applicants'-standards as a result of the educational system in their.own country,
their training prior to the competition (applicants from some countries apply

immediately after the 'baccalaureat', others have had one or two years at university
and others ap^Iy after having been Statistical Assistants). ' ■ >*t ■■■■■'■

Preparatory year ;: , ..

The courses, in mathematics (230 hours), and statistical and probability studies

(120 hours) alone represent 67V of the timetable. There are also-exposes and studies
of economic and social texts (IZft hours or 23% of the timetable) and English coulees
(50 hours or 10% of the timetable). Even during the preparatory year, students
take part in a field survey.

Statistical (ITS) training ■■:■: ; ;:

The first year consists of five groups of courses: ■ ■;■..

- courses given by the Economics Department (240.hours-or,;32%) ,v :.: ;.; .

- courses'given by 'tie Mathematics Department (270; hours or 36%) /-'■' ""'

■ - courses given by the. Statistics Department (.120 hours or< \6%),;-.,- ■

- courses given by the Survey Methods and'Practice Department :(5'O[ hours
or 4%, plus two weeks on1 field, survey) ■ ' " ' . : .,' \ . ■■ •;■■

- miscellaneous courses; (English^ oral expression, spcialogy) to a total

■: rOf.90;iiOWS.- (I2%)..--. ■ ■ -■ " ■•■,■>:■:?:-

In the second year there are five courses:

- economics: 210 hours (32%)

- mathematics: 86 hours (12%) : ■ ;

■ - statistics: 200 hours (31%) . : ;- : ., , .. ,.

- survey methods and practice: 100 hours (15%), half being devoted to theory,

practice and sampling and half preparations for the survey which will
take place over two weeks, '"'■'""' ■-■'■

- courses in English and development sociology: 170 hours (10%).
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In the third year the five courses are spread over 320 hours followed by a

five-month practical training period. They are distributed as follows:

- economics: 70 hours (22%),

- statistics: 200 hours (63%), 80% of which consists of case studies of

sectoral statistics (agriculture, healthy education, employment, external

trade, industry, building and public works); there are specific courses

in transport statistics amounting to ten hours,

- survey methods and practice: 20 hours (6%), consisting of the analysis of

the results of the survey conducted in the previous year, . .

- 30 hours are set aside for a critical analysis of the practical training '

period.

Instruction in survey practice at the IAMSEA is divided over the three years as

follows: the conducting of surveys in the first year, design and organization in

the second year, examination and analysis in the third year.

The practical training period of five months takes place in one of the member

countries. Because of its duration, the practical training can serve a dual purpose

by both relieving the host service and training the students on the spot. A working
programme is drawn up for each training period and the marks awarded go towards the

diploma.

The ITS diploma is awarded at the end of the third year if both the average for

the year and the mark for the practical training are over 12/20. If a student clearly

has less than 12/20 for the practical training he is failed^ but if the average for

the year is under 12/20 there is provision for resitting. If the average for the

year is under 12/20 and the mark for the practical training over 12/20, the student

does not have to do the practical training again if he repeats the year.

Assessment of students' progress is organized subject-by-subject (final examination,

exercises in class);at the end of each year the average mark (including weighting)

must be over 12/20. Students with marks of between 8/20 and 12/20 can resit in

September. In the event of failure, it is possible to repeat the year but this may

be" done only once during the course. Students with under 8/20 are not allowed to

continue. Since the school was set up, 100% of the students have been admitted to

the next year.

Research

The school accepted research workers up to 1982. Research was independent of
the launcing of the school and was carried out under the auspices of the department

of survey methods and practice. As decided at the meeting of the advanced training

committee in 1981, the research had to benefit the States served by the institute

and was conducted by the staff of this department in addition to.their teaching and
survey work. Work in this field clearly did not come up to. initial expectations and

•:here was an understandable desire to concentrate on consolidating the teaching of the
school before expanding research work. The work which had been carried out by the

TAMSEA research centre was very closely connected with the school's surveys (studies
of the relationships tetween food consumption levels and socio-economic variables,

methods for socio-economic surveys, project development, etc.).
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The IAMSEA takes students from a fairly wide geographical area: an average of 26%
of the'students come from countries which do notbelong to the OCAM (particularly Congo

and Mali), while the others ate ffom OCAM member countries. There is of course a high

proportion'of students from Rwanda (why should successful joint competition candidates

be sent to Yaounde" or Abidjan?), who represent 27% of the students; Benin, Togo and.

Senegal also have a high proportion of students (Senegal in the years when no one is

admitted to the ENEA statistical college) - an average of 34% of the students. In

1983 the IAMSFA will have trained 109 ITS or an average of 22 successful students

per year. Quite apart from its statutes, the geographical spread of students makes

the centre truly regional. ■ ■;

The only project now in the pipeline is the training of Rwanda'cadres moyens1

(middle-grade officials) at the IAMSEA. This use of the regional structure for

national ends has the approval of the Institute's Administrative Council.

If, in accordance with the wishes of the; countries and the recommendations of

this study, the national schemes for the training of 'cadres moyens1 expand, the

IAMSEA could1 serve as an example for the other centre which is taking on a; regional

role - the ISPEA. : ;:

Most of the students trained at the IAMSEA go into the statistical services^

80% of those admitted were undergoing some form of education and 20% were working,

usually iri a statistical service.

III. The IAMSEA's resources ■

a) Teaching staff

The IAMSEA's permanent, teaching staff consists of 8 teachers (the Deputy Director

also teaches). There are thirteen temporary or part-time teachers. Teaching assign

ments represent the remainder - these are financed by the EGA, PEP and PMC. The In

stitute estimates that it requires 10 permanent teachers to run the centre properly

^3 in the economics department, 2 in the mathematics department, 4 in the statistics

department and 1 in the survey department). This leaves only English, sociology and

oral expression for which temporary or part-time teachers can be employed.

While this system is valid, it is also absolutely essential to africanize the

teaching staff, which means that improving the IAMSEA's ability to finance its own

teachers. At the moment, the Director, Mr. B. Ntigufliwa, and the Director of Studies,

Mr. Adognon, are Africans, while the other seven teachers are expatriates(4 FAC, 3 EDF).

The Administrative Council has decided to Africanae the teaching staff gradually by

recruiting at least one and, if possible, two African teachers per year.

The IAMSEA's ability to africanize its teaching staff depends on the regular

payment of contributions from the member states. There are unfortunately considerable

delays and these at present represent about one year's contributions. Recruiting

African teachers at the rate of one or two a year is in fact unlikely to be possible.

This operating problem is the price paid for the regional distribution, i.e. the

sharing - however fair - of the financing of the centre by countries some of which

are in a rather disastrous economic situation. The position now is that the IAMSEA

has had two applications from teachers which it intends to employ, but outside support

is still indispensable even if the EDF cannot maintain its contribution at the same

level.
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The alternative to this delicate situation is, of course, financial support for
the africanization of the teaching staff. The costing is very simple: 1 EDF teacher
for a year amounts to approximately an African teacher for 3.5 years or, put in another
way, the African teacher for one year plus ten teaching assignments of one month for

European teachers.

It is essential to take this important financial aspect into account, particularly
as the countries which signed the IAMSEA agreement are in a position to find enough
applicants of a sufficiently high standard to teach at the IAMSEA. The.administrative
obstacles encountered in the past in dealing with the Administrative Council must also

be avoided. ■ ■ ■■•■■. ■ ■ ■ ■

To conclude, it will take three to-four years for the Institute to finance. African
ization itself. The only way of reducing the financial burden during this period is to
accelerate, the process by.providing, a subsidy to cover: the cost of the African staff to
be recruited .ten replace the European expatriates. The 6 man-years required would cost

approximately 180,000 ECU. -Teachers should, be,of ITS. (statistician) or ISE (economic

statistician) level.

b) Buildings : . : ■ . . ■■ i ' ; :

The IAMSEA is now using premises lent by the Rwanda Government. These comprise:

- 4 classrooms (1 for each year)

- 1 office for work in connection with the survey,

- 1 office for the teachers,

-: administrative offices (Director,"Director of'Studies', etc.},

- 2 srcall'rooms- for group work, ,,. ; ..■■■■'■■■■>>■:■■

- 2 25-seat lecture theatres, ' , .' ,r . . ' j , . :

- 2 recreation rooms, '

- 1 canteen and 1 club

- 40 bedrooms. ■ . ■-■: ' . . , ■ :

Accommodation is therefore available. -...:■

These buildings are'."W spacious- and to a large extent underused. ;' The .'situation
would be ideal if the Pwanda Government :did not intend to recover these premises There
are therefore plans for new buildings. An application has been made to the EDF (3.5
million.ECU) and Germany is expected.;to supply equipment (720,000 ECU), These new
demises are designed to take a maximum of 120 students or 30 students per year As
the average has afready reached 22 per year and in the.next.five.years the three schools
are expected to take 27 each, this will Beet.nccds for the next five years but may be
rather low for the following five years. : ■->■■= . .■..;■


